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About Traceable Time Package (TTP)
The Traceable Time Package (TTP) brings increased time distribution resiliency thanks to a UTC traceable
network ePRTC.
It provides continuous, GNSS independent, traceability monitoring of delivered time, with reporting, auditable
logging and alerting capabilities.
The Traceable Time Package (TTP) is simple to deploy and easy to operate and manage, with no need for
proprietary fabric, leased line or being hosted in a datacenter.
Time transfer with accuracies of 100s of microseconds to milliseconds is performed securely through a VPN
and is therefore compatible with any IT infrastructure.
The Timing Traceability package complements Orolia’s EdgeSync time server and includes premium 24/7
technical customer support, advanced replacement, proactive notification of software upgrades, priority service
first class ranking and free ground shipping of repairs.

Time Distribution and Traceability Monitoring Architecture
Traceable Time Package (TTP) is based on Hoptroff TTaaS® which consists of:
•

A Precision Timing Protocol (PTP) timefeed originated from a network ePRTC, which is traceable to the
Swedish National Metrology institute for Time (RISE). This timefeed is transferred via a VPN

•

The Hoptroff Time Suite Enterprise (TSE) application, which runs on a customer server, and performs
traceability monitoring, including configurable reporting, logging and alerting.
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What Hoptroff TTaaS® Does
Navigational satellite time sources such as GNSS are preferred for their accuracy where the signals are receivable and
trustable. Hoptroff TTaaS® provides monitoring and alerting to confirm the satellite signal is functioning correctly and
provides a satellite-free fallback option in the event it fails, as recommended by US Executive Order 13905.
Hoptroff TTaaS® serves as an Enhanced Primary Reference Time Clock (ePRTS), distributing time as unicast PTP over
Internet Protocol from timing hubs in New York, London and Tokyo, offering Orolia’s EdgeSync:
•

A terrestrial alternative where GNSS signals are not available

•

A fallback time source in the event of GNSS time signal loss, for example due to jamming or space weather

•

An independent time source to detect GNSS time signal error, for example due to spoofing or satellite error

•

An alerting mechanism to immediately highlight performance issues

•

A “heartbeat” mechanism to provide regular performance reports

How Hoptroff TTaaS® Works

The TTaaS® time signal is composed of three independently derived time sources, usually GPS, Galileo and a satellite-free
land connection from a national standards institute, currently the RISE standards institute of Sweden. These are sent to
the facility over VPN terminating at the firewall.
The EdgeSync receives a satellite signal as its primary source and uses the TTaaS® satellite-free time signal as a secondary.
A monitoring server at the facility runs the Hoptroff Time Suite Enterprise monitoring service. This compares the output
of the EdgeSync with the TTaaS® time sources to generate regular timekeeping reports, and generates alerts if the clocks
disagree beyond a certain threshold.
Time Suite Enterprise is compatible with the following operating systems:
Windows

2008 R2, 2012, 2016, 2019

Linux 		

RHEL 7, RHEL 8, Centos 7, Centos 8

The server may be any machine, physical or virtual, within the estate.
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Setup Stages
Hoptroff TTaaS® setup comprises the following steps, detailed in the remainder of this guide:
1.

Setting up the VPN connection

2. Configuring EdgeSync to receive TTaaS® as a primary or secondary signal
3. Installing and configuring the software on the monitoring server
4. Familiarization with the User Guide

VPN Setup
The setup process involves creating an IPsec-VPN connection from our New Jersey hub at Cyxtera EWR2 to your facility.
This will require a setup call between our mutual network engineers. Prior to the call please confirm the requirements
and constraints that will work for you as outlined below. The required information is highlighted in yellow.
Detail

Hoptroff / Orolia

Alternate(s)

Project Manager

Calum McCain
calum.mccain@hoptroff.com
+44 7982 303873
UK time zone

Richard Hoptroff
richard.hoptroff@hoptroff.com
+44 7502 163054
UK time zone

Network Engineer

Farzad Goodarzi
farzad.goodarzi@hoptroff.com
+44 7506 440940
UK time zone

Richard Hoptroff
richard.hoptroff@hoptroff.com
+44 7502 163054
UK time zone

Proposed call time

Customer

–

Partner Details
Location

EWR2 New Jersey

NY4 New Jersey

Tunnel endpoint IP

208.48.166.134

208.48.166.76

Accessible subnets

10.107.101.0/24

10.102.100.0/24

NAT requirements

N/A

IPSec Phase 1
Version

IKEv2

IKEv1

Encryption

AES256-SHA

AES128-SHA, AES192-SHA,
AES256-SHA

Pre-shared Key

To be agreed on tunnel set-up call

Diffie-Hellman

DH-21

Lifetime

86400 sec

Negotiation mode

Main

IPSec Phase 2
Transform Set

ESP-AES-SHA

SA Lifetime (Traffic)

4608000 KB

SA Lifetime (Hours)

28800 Sec

NAT-T

Enabled

DH-14

Clocks and monitoring server
only
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Once you have shared this information, we will arrange a network-engineer to network-engineer VPN setup session. Two
hours should be allocated for this call.
These configuration details are for North America only. Contact us for details of our Europe/Middle East and Asia-Pacific
ePRTS points of presence.

EdgeSync Configuration
The configuration process involves general configuration for TTaaS® as well as specific configuration based on your
specific configuration. The first part of the configuration will depend on your specific installation and usage of the TTaaS®.
For further background on the configuration presented below or more general information on the EdgeSync please refer
to the EdgeSync User Manual.

Getting Started (Set up IP address)
If you have already configured the management port IP address for access to the Web UI, skip to the next section otherwise
continue here.
The Management port IP address assigned to the EdgeSync can be viewed using the mini-USB console. Default set-up is
115200 baud, 8 bits, no parity, and one stop bit. Login is admin and password are admin. Terminal emulation software like
Tera Term, PuTTY, minicom and Procomm can be used for this purpose.
At the factory, the EdgeSync Management port IP is statically assigned to 192.168.2.100 with netmask of 255.255.255.0.
This static IP address will be set after doing a restore to factory default configuration. To configure the Management port
IP address for customer network:
1.

Connect the EdgeSync mini-USB console port to a PC and run a terminal emulator application (Tera Term,
PuTTY, minicom, Procomm, etc.) to login to the EdgeSync. Login credentials are provided in the EdgeSync Basic
Commands section. Use the “network configure” command to configure the Management port IP parameters. The
Network Configure Command section provides CLI command details for setting the Management port IP address,
subnet mask and Gateway IP.

2. With the Management port IP address configured successfully, the IP address can be entered into a browser URL
field to access the EdgeSync Login page, with login credentials (admin/admin).

General PTP Port and Parameter Setup
There are two PTP timing ports on the EdgeSync (Port 1 and Port 2). Port 1 will be used for the TTaaS® connection
and should be connected to the network with access to the VPN connection set up previously. Port 2 will be used for
the downstream PTP to your clients and the monitoring server set up in later sections. Configure the port network
information on the Interface ► PTP Timing Ports page in the Web UI. Port 1 can use DHCP or static addressing.
Port 2 only supports static addressing.
There are some PTP Config elements that need to be set up before starting the timing engine on the PTP ► Config
page in the Web UI. Set the Main Time Constant to 300 seconds, Startup Time Constant to 0 seconds, and the
Quality Threshold to 10000000 nanoseconds as shown below.
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Set Up GNSS Primary with PTP Backup Operating Mode
The EdgeSync can be set up to operate with GNSS as the primary reference and utilizing the TTaaS® as a fallback time
source in the event of GNSS time signal loss, for example due to jamming or space weather. If not operating in this mode,
skip to the Set Up PTP Only Operating Mode section, otherwise continue here.
The EdgeSync includes settings for the GNSS reference to map the synchronization states to PTP clock classes when
operating as a PTP reference to devices downstream. These settings are under the Interface ► GNSS page in the
Web UI on the GNSS Input Configuration tab. The default settings need to be adjusted for correct operation in GNSS
Primary, PTP Secondary mode. In this mode, the Freerun Clock Class Mapping setting needs to be changed
from the default value of 52 to a value of 187 (see below).

The EdgeSync includes a setting to control how long the system reports a holdover state during the transition from
Active synchronization to a Freerun state. The setting is found on the PTP ► Time page in the Web UI. The practical
operational effect of this setting is how long the system will present the configured holdover clock class and in the GNSS
Primary, PTP Secondary operating mode, how long before it will transition to the configured PTP reference.
The correct Holdover Limits setting will depend on the intended operation. GNSS is a very accurate reference and
the built-in oscillator of the EdgeSync will allow it to maintain a level of accuracy for some time after loss of GNSS.
The setting is configured in terms of estimated system accuracy in microseconds and then converted into a holdover
duration according to the on-board oscillator. If the intended operation is to switch immediately from GNSS to the PTP
reference, the limit can be set to 0 (see below). Otherwise, the limit can remain at the default value.
To operate with GNSS as the primary reference and TTaaS® as secondary, some parameters need to be set on the Home page of the

Web UI. Profile should be set to Default profile(1588_V2). Clock Type should be set to Boundary Clock.
Operating Mode should be set to GNSS Primary, PTP Secondary. Network Type should be set to Unmanaged.
The settings should appear as below, and the timing engine can be started by pressing the Start Engine button and
acknowledging the pop-up.

After starting up, GNSS reception can be verified under the Interface ► GNSS page in the Web UI on the Visible
Satellite Info tab.

Set Up PTP Only Operating Mode
The EdgeSync can be set up to operate with TTaaS® as the primary timing source and terrestrial alternative where
GNSS signals are not available or not being utilized. If operating with GNSS follow the steps in the Set Up GNSS Primary
with PTP Backup Operating Mode section otherwise continue here.
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To operate with GNSS as the primary reference and TTaaS® as secondary, some parameters need to be set on the
Home page of the Web UI. Profile should be set to Default profile(1588_V2). Clock Type should be set to
Boundary Clock. Operating Mode should be set to PTP Only. Network Type should be set to Unmanaged.
The settings should appear as below, and the timing engine can be started by pressing the Start Engine button and
acknowledging the pop-up.

Set Up PTP Parameters
To complete the PTP configuration, there are a number of parameters to finalize for operation with TTaaS® and you will
need the Grandmaster information provided by Hoptroff.
The domain number of the provided Grandmaster should be configured on the PTP ► Clock page in the Web UI.
Ensure that Port 1 and Port 2 State are both set to Enable, Delay Mechanism is set to E2E, and Network Protocol
is set to IPv4 on the PTP ► Port page in the Web UI.
The TTaaS® operates in Unicast mode and should be configured on the PTP ► Unicast page in the Web UI. Unicast
Operation for Port 1 should be set to SLAVE if operating in PTP Only mode, or set to BOTH if operating in GNSS
Primary, PTP Secondary mode. Unicast Operation for Port 2 should be set to MASTER. Select Apply before
moving on.
On the same page in the Web UI, the Grandmaster IP address provided should be entered in Network Address under
ADD MASTER NODE with Clock Priority, Sync Interval and Delay Request Interval set to 1, 0, and 0
respectively before selecting Add Master Node to submit. See example below.

The EdgeSync should now be communicating with the TTaaS® Grandmaster and able to provide PTP downstream to
clients at the IP address defined for Port 2.
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Monitoring Server Software Setup
Provisioning
Please provide us the following information highlighted in yellow:
Detail

Hoptroff / Orolia

Alternate(s)

Project Manager

Gurdeep Kudhal
gurdeep.kudhal@hoptroff.com
+44 7787 105371
UK time zone

Richard Hoptroff
richard.hoptroff@hoptroff.com
+44 7502 163054
UK time zone

Software Engineer

Flemming Johansen
Flemming.johansen@hoptroff.com
+45 25 88 83 32
Central Europe time zone

Richard Hoptroff
richard.hoptroff@hoptroff.com
+44 7502 163054
UK time zone

Detail

Notes

Data Center Name
Data Center Location
Server Name

The name that will appear in reports and alerts, or leave blank to default to the IP address as
text

Orolia Clock IP
Address

The IP address of the EdgeSync clock being monitored

Orolia Clock PTP
Domain

PTP Domain of the EdgeSync clock being monitored. The PTP protocol should be Telecom
profile (i.e. unicast)

Orolia Clock Name

The clock name that will appear in reports and alerts

Server OS

Specify operating system name (e.g. RHEL or Windows) and the major and minor version

Minimum retention
(days)

The minimum period for which you would like timekeeping data records to be retained on the
monitoring server

Alert Threshold
(μs or ms)

Threshold for generating alert emails. For example, for Consolidated Audit Trail 50ms
applications, the threshold might be set to 30ms

Alert email

Email address(es) to send alerts to. Also specify if you would like Orolia and/or Hoptroff to
monitor these alerts

Heartbeat frequency
(weekly / daily /
hourly)

Performance report email (“Heartbeat”) frequency desired. Most customers choose daily
Heartbeats as a confirmation that systems are performing correctly

Heartbeat email

Email address(es) to send Heartbeats to. Also specify if you would like Orolia and/or Hoptroff
to monitor these Heartbeats

Email sender

Email address alerts come from (only necessary if email alerts / heartbeats specified)

Email password

You don’t need to tell us this but you will need to know it to specify it in the configuration file
we send you

Mail server

The IP name of the mail server, e.g. smtp.company.com

SMTP port

The SMTP port the mail server uses, e.g. 587

Mail Server
Authentication

Mail Server Authentication options:
None / Login / TLS / TLS+SSL

Compliance Report
Frequency

If you want regular compliance report files to be generated, specify the frequency, e.g. Weekly
or Monthly. Note the “Minimum retention (days)” must be at least this long

Compliance Report
Company Name

The Company Name to appear in the Compliance Report

Customer

Customer
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Once we have this information, we will send you an email asking you to click on a link to confirm that you agree to the
End User License Agreement. Once that is completed, we will email you a customized download link to the rpm or msi
for installing the software, and a ppc.conf configuration file specific to your installation.
IMPORTANT: If an alerting mail server was specified, before you install the software, edit the ppc.conf file supplied. In the email_

config section, change yourmailserverpassword to be your mail server’s password. When the software is first run,
this line is encrypted so that the password is no longer stored in plaintext.

Server Preparation
Please ensure that:
•

The generic NTP-driven time services are not running, to avoid interfering with the synchronisation performed
by Time Suite Enterprise. On Windows this would be the Windows Time service. On Linux, this is the ntpd or
chronyd service

•

The local application firewall is either not running, or that it is configured to allow UDP traffic on ports 319 and
320 bidirectionally between the monitoring server and our clocks in EWR2, whose IP addresses are specified
below

•

External firewalls are configured to allow UDP traffic on ports 319 and 320 bidirectionally between the
monitoring server and our clocks in EWR2, whose IP addresses are specified below

•

No other software on the server is bound to ports 319 and 320 for UDP traffic

•

There is no PTP aware networking equipment that could filter traffic between your servers and our clocks
EWR2 GMCs

IP

PTP Domain (FYI only)

GMC01

10.107.101.11

11

GMC02

10.107.101.12

21

GMC03

10.107.101.13

31

RHEL 7 & 8, CentOS 7 & 8 Software Installation
Download the software rpm using access details we have provided, then use yum install or dnf install to install it:
RHEL 7 and CentOS 7:
yum install hoptroff-ppc-[version number provided].el7.x86_64.rpm
RHEL 8 and CentOS 8:
dnf install hoptroff-ppc-[version number provided].el8.x86_64.rpm
Copy the ppc.conf file we provide to /opt/hoptroff/etc/ppc.conf. Contact us if you would like documentation on the
configuration settings available.
Start the service:
systemctl start hoptroff-ppc
If required, enable the service to start on boot:
systemctl enable hoptroff-ppc
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Verify that the application is running:
systemctl status hoptroff-ppc
Time Suite® Enterprise Plus creates log files. Under Linux, the standard logrotate service automatically renames and
deletes old log files. The installation adds a configuration file named /etc/logrotate.d/ppc.logrotate, which will by
default delete log files older than 4 weeks.
A status report can be obtained with the following command:
/opt/hoptroff/bin/TimeSuiteStatus
The interpretation of the status report is described in the User Guide section below.

Windows 2008 R2, 2012, 2016, and 2019
Download HoptroffTimeSuite.msi using access details we have provided and double click on it.

Copy the ppc.conf file we provide to C:/Hoptroff/TimeClientWinService/etc/ppc.conf. Contact us if you would like
documentation on the configuration settings available
Right click C:/Hoptroff/TimeClientWinService/bin/vc_redist.x64 and select “Run as Administrator” to install.
Right-click C:/Hoptroff/TimeClientWinService/bin/hoptroff_msi_service_installer and select “Run as Administrator” to
install.
This will install the service, start it, and allow it to start on boot.

From Control Panel/System and Security/Administrative Tools/Services the Hoptroff Time Suite service should be
visible, have Status “Running” and Startup Type “Automatic”:
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Time Suite® Enterprise Plus creates log files. On Windows these log files are automatically rotated.

User Guide
Status Heartbeats
Heartbeat emails send regular messages to the email addresses and at the frequency specified in the configuration file. This provides
summary monitoring information as follows. Note all times are UTC, not local time. An example:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hoptroff Time-Suite
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Host Name :

[Server name specified by you, or the IP address if none]

Time Service Started :

2021 Aug 01 00:00:07.506 313 841 UTC

Time Now :

2021 Aug 26 14:51:56.049 349 000 UTC

Source Traceability :

3.323 us ( 24hr average : 4.144 us )

Accuracy :

5.044 us ( 24hr average : 4.758 us )

Granularity :

0.131 us ( 24hr average : 0.135 us )

Clocks Configured :

4

Clocks Connected :

4

Source Traceability is the headline figure,
indicating the maximum difference between
the clock sources

Four clocks should be configured and
connected – the Orolia clock and the three
Hoptroff ePRTS clocks

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Clocks Configured - Detail
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Name : [Orolia Clock]

Address : [Orolia Clock IP address]

Name : nj2_gmc01

Address : 10.107.101.11

Name : nj2_gmc02

Address : 10.107.101.12

Name : nj2_gmc03

Address : 10.107.101.13

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Clocks Connected - Detail
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Name : [Orolia Clock]

Address : [Clock IP Address]
Offset : -4.231 us ( 24hr average : -4.243 us ) @ 2021 Aug 26 14:51:56.493 485 34 UTC
Network Delay : 131.374 us ( 24hr average : 88.633 us )

Name : nj2_gmc01

Address : 10.107.101.11

Individual clock source data for diagnostic purposes

Offset : -2.534 us ( 24hr average : -3.692 us ) @ 2021 Aug 26 14:51:56.493 486 90 UTC
Network Delay : 131.374 us ( 24hr average : 88.633 us )
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Name : nj2_gmc02

Address : 10.107.101.12
Offset : -5.044 us ( 24hr average : -5.623 us ) @ 2021 Aug 26 14:51:56.493 484 27 UTC
Network Delay : 104.658 us ( 24hr average : 90.790 us )

Name : nj2_gmc03

Address : 10.107.101.13
Offset : -5.857 us ( 24hr average : -5.929 us ) @ 2021 Aug 26 14:51:56.493 486 20 UTC
Network Delay : 51.437 us ( 24hr average : 91.433 us )

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Alerts Notification Configuration
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Alert Email :

[Alert emails specified]

Alert Msg Repeat :

1 h

Accuracy Threshold :

None

Traceability Threshold : 1 ms
Granularity Threshold :

None

Clock Count Threshold :

4

HeartBeat Interval :

1 d

HeartBeat Email :

[Heartbeat emails specified]

Monitoring configuration data

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------System Information
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Time-Suite Version :

3.0.8.14

Operating System :

Fedora 30 (Server Edition)

Number Of Processors :

4

Total Virtual Memory :

24044 MB

Virtual Memory Avail :

18686 MB

Virtual Memory Used :

5358 MB

Total Physical Memory :

15984 MB

Physical Memory Avail :

10626 MB

Physical Memory Used :

5358 MB

Monitoring server diagnostic data

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This report can also be run manually at any time from the server itself by running the TimeSuiteStatus application as
described in the software installation sections above.

Alert Emails
There are two alert email types. The Traceability Alert email states that the clocks differ by more than the specified
threshold. This indicates concern about timekeeping accuracy of the clocks. The format of the email is as follows:
2021-07-15 19:09:58
========================
Hostname :

tse_3_08_16

========================
IP : 10.101.0.21
========================
Traceability Alert :
========================
Traceability is 11685905 ns
========================
Traceability alert threshold level is 10 ms
========================
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In this example, the difference between the clock times exceeds the 10ms threshold (1ms = 1,000,000 ns). The action
to be taken is to run the TimeSuiteStatus application as described in the software installation sections to identify which
clock is deviating from the others, and from there take appropriate action. Contact support@hoptroff.com for assistance
if needed.
The Clocks Connected Alert email states that fewer than the expected number of clocks are sending time to the
monitoring software. This indicates concern about the network connectivity, or a clock being taken out of service, usually
for maintenance. The format of the email is as follows:
2021-08-26 12:04:02
========================
Hostname :

tse_3_08_16

========================
IP : 10.101.0.21
========================
Clock-Count Alert :
=====================
3 Clocks connected
=====================
Below specified threshold of 4 clocks.

In this example, Time Suite Enterprise in only receiving time from three clocks rather than the expected four clocks. The
action to be taken is to run the TimeSuiteStatus application as described in the software installation sections to identify
which clock is not sending time. Usually this is due to a networking issue relating to Access Control Lists, Routing Tables
or Firewall Rules. Packet capture software such as Wireshark can be used to help resolve the issue.

Support Services
The teams at Orolia and Hoptroff work together to provide world class support on installation, setup and post- sales
needs to ensure expectations are met while using our products. Please use the following contacts for your specific
support needs:
For all TTaaS support including VPN setup, Monitoring Server setup as well as any integration into existing monitoring
systems, please contact support@hoptroff.com.
For hardware support and operation of the EdgeSync, please refer to your TTP Support Contract obtained at the time
of purchase.
If you are unsure who can assist you with your support needs, please contact timingsupport@orolia.com and the team
will guide you to the appropriate resources.

www.orolia.com
sales@orolia.com
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